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SocialDining: Design and Analysis of a Group Recommendation Application in a Mobile Context

Mike Gartrell, Khaled Alanezi, Lei Tian, Richard Han, Qin Lv, Shivakant Mishra
University of Colorado Boulder
{mike.gartrell, khaled.alanezi, lei.tian}@colorado.edu

ABSTRACT
Mobile social networks are rapidly becoming an important new domain showcasing the power of mobile computing systems. These networks combine mobile location information with social networking data to enable fully context-aware environments. This paper describes SocialDining, a system that fuses mobile and social data to power novel context-aware recommendation services that provide recommendations to small groups of users who want to meet together for food or drink at local restaurants. We report our analysis on the data collected from 31 users for the SocialDining application over the course of 15 weeks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recommendation algorithms are an integral part of today’s Internet browsing and shopping experience, having been integrated into popular Web sites like Amazon, Netflix, Pandora and Google News [5, 1, 6, 2]. These recommendations are typically targeting individuals, and employ techniques such as collaborative filtering and content-based recommendation, based upon the individual’s viewing, purchasing, or rating history.

More recently, recommendation algorithms in the research community have extended beyond the individual to encompass groups of individuals [8, 11, 13, 23, 31, 38, 41, 44, 43]. This is challenging because the different tastes of individuals must somehow be combined using a group consensus function, and it has been shown that this function needs to incorporate such additional contextual factors as the social relationships among group members, their expertise, and the similarity/dissimilarity of tastes.

In this work, we extend this group recommendation research one step further by developing and analyzing a mobile application called SocialDining that recommends restaurants to a mobile group of users. We seek to understand what mobile contextual factors such as location can further influence group decision-making, in addition to the earlier mentioned contextual factors. We describe in the following how we designed SocialDining as an Android application, as shown in Figure 1, that provides a workflow to different mobile groups of users so that they can easily create an invitation for a dining event and then vote on both the time and place of the event - namely at which restaurant they would like to dine. This application was then deployed to over ten different groups of users, who created over a hundred invitations. IRB approval was received for this study. We then analyzed the invitations to explore how factors like sociability, mobility, geographic spread, restaurant proximity, and the host’s role in creating the invitation influenced group decision-making, such as the willingness to accept recommendations or complete invitations.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• SocialDining represents the first field-based study of group recommendation behavior in the context of a deployed mobile application, which has returned substantial original data.

• The paper describes the design and implementation of a novel mobile group application and system, which provides a workflow that enables different mobile groups of users to easily create a dining invitation and vote on the date and restaurant for a group dining event.

• This work’s group recommendation approach constitutes the first integration of social network data with a group consensus function to provide real-time recommendations in a deployed mobile application.

• A novel analysis is presented that examines the impact of such factors as sociability, mobility, restaurant proximity and user preferences on the group decision-making process (e.g. willingness to accept recommendations). A correlation analysis of these factors is also performed.

In the following, we begin by describing related work. Section 3 presents the design and implementation of the SocialDining mobile application and system. Section 4 provides a detailed evaluation of the data obtained from the deployed SocialDining application, which was used by eleven user groups, who created over a hundred dining invitations. We then conclude the paper and describe future work.

2. RELATED WORK

At a high level, recommender systems can be divided into individual-based recommender systems that provide recommendations to individual users and group-based recommender systems that provide recommendations to groups of users.
Individual-based recommender systems are generally implemented using one of two approaches: content filtering and collaborative filtering. The content filtering approach builds profiles that describe both users and items. One popular example of content filtering is the Music Genome Project [4] used by Pandora [6] to recommend music. Collaborative filtering relies only on past user behavior (e.g., users’ purchase history or ratings on items) without using explicit user and item profiles.

There are two primary approaches to collaborative filtering: neighborhood methods and latent factor models. Neighborhood methods involve computing relationships between items or between users. Item-based neighborhood approaches [14, 25, 37] predict a user’s rating for an item based on ratings of similar items rated by the same user. User-based neighborhood approaches [12, 24] predict a user’s rating for an item based on the ratings of similar users on the item. Latent factor models on the other hand characterize users and items in terms of factors inferred from patterns in ratings data. Some of the most successful recommender systems that use latent factor models are based on matrix factorization approaches [34, 35, 36, 39, 40].

More recently, a number of approaches to social-based recommender systems that consider relationships between users in social networks have been proposed and evaluated. For example, neighborhood-based approaches to recommendation in OSNs [29, 21, 19, 45] explore the social network and compute a neighborhood of users trusted by a specified user. Using this neighbor, these systems provide recommendations by aggregating the ratings of users in this trust neighborhood. Some latent factor models for OSN-based recommendation have also been proposed [26, 27, 28, 22, 42]. These methods use matrix factorization to learn latent features for user and items from the observed ratings and from users’ friends (neighbors) in the social network.

The problem of group recommendation has been investigated in a number of works [8, 11, 13, 23, 31, 38, 41, 44, 43]. Most group recommendation techniques consider the preferences of individual users and propose different strategies to either combine the individual user profiles into a single group (or pseudo user) profile, and make recommendations for the pseudo user, or generate recommendation lists for individual group members and merge the lists for group recommendation. Jameson and Smyth’s three main strategies for merging individual recommendations are average satisfaction, least misery, and maximum satisfaction [23]; these form the bedrock of group recommendations [8, 13, 30]. Different weights (like weights of family members) have also been used in aggregation models [10]. A more involved consensus function that utilizes the dissimilarity among group members on top of average satisfaction and least misery strategies, is also plausible [8]. Social connections and content interests can equally be utilized in heuristic group consensus functions [18].

With the prevalence of mobile devices, recommender systems have started to incorporate features such as users’ current locations and history of recent places that the users have visited. Current user location has been used as a key criterion for generating restaurant recommendations for individual users in [20]. Current location, time and weather have been used in computing recommendations for individual users in [32]. AGReMo is a recommender system that provides ad-hoc groups of users who want to watch a movie together with shared on-demand recommendations on mobile devices taking into account their current locations [9]. Similarly, a restaurant recommender systems that considers
the preferences of group users in a mobile environment is proposed in [33]. However, both of these mobile group-based recommender systems have been evaluated only via in-lab, survey-based user studies, unlike SocialDining, which has been deployed in the field.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

In this section we describe the design, architecture, and implementation of SocialDining. We begin by describing the typical user workflow through a series of use cases, and then present the architecture and implementation of SocialDining.

3.1 Use Cases

3.1.1 A host invites several friends to meet for lunch at an American Restaurant

In the following use case, we describe the actions that a user takes in inviting some friends to meet for lunch at an American restaurant. We call this user the host.

1. The host user begins on the main screen of the SocialDining mobile client, as shown in Figure 1. On this screen, three tabs are apparent. The “Map” tab allows the host to browse nearby restaurants, indicated by red place markers. The user can tap on a place marker to see more information about that restaurant or friend, as shown in the popup balloon for the Saigon Fusion restaurant. If the user taps on the popup balloon for a restaurant, the Foursquare profile Web page for that restaurant will be displayed. The user can pan the map and zoom in and out as desired. The user’s location is usually displayed as a small blue triangle, although this is not shown in Figure 1’s screen capture. Also, if the appropriate layer is enabled, nearby friends are indicated by blue place markers (not shown).

The “layers” button on the action bar at the bottom of the screen in Figure 1, shown as a stack of three sheets, can be used to selectively enable or disable display of restaurants and/or friends. The “categories” button immediately to the left of the layers button, shown as a sheet with a list of line items, can be used to show only those restaurants of a particular category, such as Asian restaurants or brewpubs. Finally, the “create invitation” button on the action bar, shown in the bottom left corner of the screen, is used to create and send a new invitation. In this use case, the host user proceeds to create a new invitation by tapping on the “create invitation” button.

2. After tapping on the button to create a new invitation, the screen shown in Figure 2 appears. The host can enter a title for the invitation, specify a restaurant category for the invitation, specify one or more possible dates and times for the invitation, and specify one or more friends that should be included as participants in the invitation. Finally, when the host is satisfied with the invitation settings, the host taps the “send invitation” button, shown as a triangular symbol in the action bar at the bottom of the screen, to send the invitation to all of the selected participants.

3.1.2 A user receives an invitation to meet several friends for lunch at an American Restaurant

In the following use case, we describe the actions that a user takes when he receives an invitation to meet several friends for lunch at an American restaurant.

1. First, the user receives a notification from the SocialDining application on his smartphone indicating that he has received a new invitation. The user responds to this notification and the SocialDining application opens with the time voting screen displayed for this invitation, as shown in Figure 3. The user can express his preferences for the date and time for the invitation by voting on one or more possible options. The proposed dates and times specified by the host during invitation creation are displayed initially. In this use case, the user votes for 12:00 PM on July 16. Any user may add a new proposed date and time to the list of options to vote for by tapping the “add time” button, shown at the bottom of the screen as a clock with a plus sign. Once a user has added a new proposed date and time, this new option is automatically made visible to all other invitation participants for voting. Voting continues until the host finalizes the date and time for this invitation by tapping the “finalize time” button, shown in the bottom left corner of the screen as a clock with a check mark. Only the host is permitted to finalize the date and time for an invitation.

The user can open the “Participants” tab, shown in Figure 3, to view the list of participants for this invitation. The user can remove himself from the participant list by tapping on the “x” button shown at the bottom of the screen; doing so discontinues further participation from this user in the invitation. Also, the host can add a new user to the invitation from the Participants tab. The list of possible new users to add is populated from the list of that user’s Facebook friends who have installed SocialDining.

In the “Comments” tab shown in Figure 3, a list of comments sent by the participants in this invitation is visible. When the user writes a comment message in the text field at the bottom of this tab (not shown) and submits the comment, the comment is sent to all invitation participants. Each comment is displayed with the name of the user who sent the comment, the comment message, and the time at which the comment was sent.

In this use case, the host finalizes the date and time for the invitation after several participants have voted.

2. After the host has finalized the date and time for the invitation, each user participating in this invitation receives a notification regarding this action. Upon responding to this notification, the SocialDining application opens with the restaurant voting screen, as shown in Figure 4. The user can express his preferences for the restaurant of the invitation by voting on one or more options. The proposed list of restaurants are initially populated by the group recommendation engine on the SocialDining server, which considers the list of participants for this invitation and the restaurant category specified by the host during invitation creation. This recommended list of restaurants are
ranked in descending order of predicted preference for this group of invitation participants, with restaurant having the highest predicted group preference rating shown at the top of the list. The user may tap on the name of a restaurant to view the Foursquare profile Web page for this restaurant. In this use case, the user votes for the Cheesecake Factory and Murphy’s restaurants. Any user may add a new restaurant to the list of voting options by tapping the “add restaurant” button, shown at the bottom of the screen as a plus sign. Once a user has added a new proposed restaurant, this new option is automatically made visible to all other invitation participants for voting. Voting continues until the host finalizes the restaurant for this invitation by tapping the “finalize restaurant” button, shown in the bottom left corner of the screen as a place marker with a check mark. Only the host is permitted to finalize the restaurant for an invitation.

In this use case, the host finalizes the restaurant for the invitation after several participants have voted. Three hours after the finalized date and time for the invitation, the SocialDining application prompts the host to enter the “group decision” for this invitation, including information on the name of the restaurant that the group went to for this outing and the group consensus preference rating for this restaurant.

3.1.3 A user provides information on his individual preferences by rating restaurants

In the following use case, we describe the actions that a user takes when he wants to provide information on his individual restaurant preferences by rating restaurants. The SocialDining recommendation engine uses this information when computing restaurant recommendations for invitations.

1. From the main SocialDining screen shown in Figure 1, the user can tap on the “Ratings” tab to open the screen for providing individual restaurant ratings. From this screen, the user can browse restaurants by restaurant category and proximity to the user’s current location, or search for restaurants by name, as shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The user can also view his list of currently rated restaurants and modify these ratings, as shown in Figure 5. After setting restaurant ratings, the user taps on the “Save Change” button shown at the bottom of the screen to post the new/modified ratings to the SocialDining server.

3.2 Architecture and Implementation

The SocialDining mobile client is implemented as an Android application, and communicates with the remote SocialDining server, which is implemented as a Java Web application using the Spring application framework [7]. All required functionality to the client is exposed through the server’s REST [16] APIs. MongoDB [3] is used to store and manage all data on the server.

The SocialDining recommendation engine is implemented on the server and utilizes the individual and group-based recommender systems described respectively in [17] and [18] to compute restaurant recommendations for each invitation,
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Figure 8: SocialDining recommendation system architecture.

Figure 7: SocialDining restaurant rating screen - search by restaurant name.

based on the group of invitation participants and the specified restaurant category. We show the architecture of the SocialDining recommendation system in Figure 8. The Social Likelihood Bayesian model from [17] is used to compute recommendations for individuals, and the heuristic group consensus function based on average satisfaction from [18] is used to compute recommendations for groups. As described in [17], the Social Likelihood model employs the social graph to enhance recommendation quality. When launching the SocialDining application for the first time after the application is installed, the user is prompted to log in using his Facebook account. This Facebook account information is used to populate each SocialDining user account, including the user’s name and Facebook friend list. This friend list is used to populate the social graph maintained internally within SocialDining.

For the group recommendation component, we chose to use the heuristic group consensus function based on average satisfaction since we did not have a measure of social strength between each member of the groups in our user study, and therefore assumed that most group members would share social connections of moderate strength. The expertise and average pairwise dissimilarity groups descriptors are used by the heuristic group consensus function to compute group recommendations; details on these group descriptors are provided in [18].

The information about each restaurant in SocialDining is obtained from Foursquare, including the restaurant name, category, street address, and latitude/longitude coordinates.

4. SocialDining Data Evaluation

To investigate the quality of SocialDining recommendations and obtain user feedback on the SocialDining application, we conducted a user study for 15 weeks, from August – December 2012. We recruited 11 groups to participate in this study: eight groups of mutual friends and three romantic-couple groups. Each group was composed of 2 – 5 individuals, with some individuals participating in two groups; a total of 31 individuals participated in this study. Each group participated in the study for a duration of 3 – 5 weeks. The participants were undergraduate stu-
Table 1: Historical data on completed invitations and recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Median Display Rank</th>
<th>Number of completed invitations</th>
<th>Number of completed invitations with group decision recommended</th>
<th>Number of completed invitations where group decision is a user-added restaurant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

dents, graduate students, and university staff. Data on approximately 500 restaurants in Boulder was obtained from Foursquare and used to populate the SocialDining restaurant database, and participants were restricted to selecting from these restaurants when using SocialDining in this study. Due to the number of data points collected from this study in terms of invitations, individual user ratings, group ratings, and individual user location traces, all of the results presented in the following sections are statistically significant.

We describe some observations from the data collected during this user study in the next several sections. In the following discussion, a “completed invitation” refers to an invitation where the host user for the invitation has submitted information to SocialDining regarding the restaurant that the group went to for food/drink for this invitation. Recall that the SocialDining application queries the host user for this information three hours after the finalized event date and time for an invitation has passed; this information submitted by the host for an invitation, including the group consensus rating, is referred to as a “group decision” below.

4.1 Application Changes Based on User Feedback

During the preliminary stages of our SocialDining user study we collected feedback from our users via a survey. This survey was administered after users’ initial experience with an early version of the SocialDining application that implemented a relatively primitive user interface (UI), lacked functionality for voting on invitation event dates and times, and lacked functionality for formally finalizing the restaurant for an invitation. This survey requested feedback on users’ experiences with the UI, workflow of the application, and suggestions regarding new application functionality. We received significant feedback requesting a more refined and elegant UI, and requesting new functionality for scheduling an invitation. Based on this feedback we developed a new version of the SocialDining mobile client with an enhanced UI, new functionality for voting on and finalizing the date and time for an invitation, and new functionality for finalizing the restaurant for an invitation. The use cases described in Section 3.1 reflect the changes made to the SocialDining UI and workflow based on user feedback.

4.2 SocialDining Restaurant Recommendations

Table 1 shows historical data for the invitations completed over the course of our user study, including the number of invitations completed, the number of invitations where the group decision matches a recommended restaurant, and the number of invitations where the group decision matches a restaurant that has been added to the invitation by one of the invitation participants. This data shows that the group decision matches a restaurant recommendation provided by SocialDining for approximately 50% of completed invitations. Of the remaining 50% of completed invitations, the group decision matches a restaurant added to the invitation by a participant about 70% of the time. Therefore, for about 15% of completed invitations, users appear to use a communication channel that does not involve explicit voting on restaurants in the SocialDining app when determining the group decision. This channel may involve comments within the app, or some other mechanism such as SMS text messages, email, etc.

In Table 1 we define “display rank” as the position in the ranked list of SocialDining restaurant recommendations where the group-decision restaurant is found, for an invitation where the group decision matches one of the recommendations. Therefore, we see from this table that for those invitations where the group decision matches a recommendation, the group decision is generally found near the third most highly ranked recommendation, which suggests that the SocialDining recommendation engine performs reasonably well in surfacing relevant recommendations.

4.3 Impact of Restaurant Proximity on Group Decisions

The SocialDining client application posts the user’s current location to the server every five minutes, if the application is running in the background, or every 30 seconds,
if the app is running in the foreground. The user may disable location tracking at any time in the application, which prevents the application from posting location data to the server.

We leverage the user location data recorded on the server to investigate the impact of user location on group decision behavior in SocialDining. First, we apply the DBSCAN clustering algorithm [15] to find spatial clusters in the temporally-ordered location trace data for each user who participated in our study. The DBSCAN parameter $\epsilon$ parameter is set to 1.0 km, and the parameter for the minimum number of points required to form a dense region is set to 40. We found that these DBSCAN parameter settings find sensible clusters in our location trace based on a visual inspection of these clusters plotted on a map, and these clusters appear to correspond to locations frequented by our study participants, such as work, school, home, etc. Next, for each completed invitation, and for each invitation participant, we identify the participant user location cluster that is closest to the group decision restaurant for that invitation, with the requirement that this cluster must contain a point with a timestamp that occurs within two hours before or after the finalized event date and time for the invitation.

Table 2 shows the median distance between the closest invitation participant location cluster and the group decision restaurant for those initiations where the group decision either matches or does not match one of the recommendations provided by SocialDining. Note that some invitations were omitted, due to lack of user location clusters satisfying the requirements described above. We see from this table that for all users, the median distance between the closest user location cluster and group decision restaurant is approximately 14% smaller for those invitations where the group decision does not match a recommendation as compared to when the group decision matches a recommendation. Therefore, we infer that for those invitations where the invitation participants do not elect one of the recommendations, restaurant proximity to the user’s location may be an important factor. For example, we would intuitively expect that users would prefer to go to lunch at restaurants that are close to their place of work or school at certain times, such as a weekday afternoon. Furthermore, we see from Table 2 that when considering only the host user of each invitation, the median distance delta between the closest host user location cluster and group decision restaurant is 21% smaller for those invitations where the group decision does not match a recommendation. However, when considering only non-host invitation participants, the effect is reversed, and median distance between the closest non-host participant location and the group decision restaurant location is 7% farther away when a recommendation is not used for the group decision compared to when a recommendation is used. Therefore, we can conclude from this analysis that when a group decides not to use a recommendation and selects a nearby restaurant, the group generally decides to select a restaurant closer to the host and not closer to any of the other participants. This suggests that the host may carry more influence in the group decision-making process when the group decides to not use a recommendation.

### 4.4 Impact of User Spread on Group Decisions

Having investigated the impact of restaurant proximity on group behavior, we now turn to an analysis of the impact of the distance between users prior to an invitation, which we term the “user spread”. Table 3 shows how the maximum distance between invitation participants in the two hours preceding an invitation impacts group decisions. We see that when groups do not use a recommendation for the group decision, users tend to be somewhat closer to each other or less spread than when groups decide to use a re-
ommendation. This suggests that when users are separated by smaller distances/spreads, they are less likely to use recommendations provided by SocialDining.

4.5 Impact of User Sociability on Group Decisions

Next, we examine the “sociability” of our users, which we define as the number of times that users within a group physically meet with each other within a specified time period. We estimate this sociability metric by using the user location clusters to infer meetings between group members. We use the following criteria to define a group meeting:

1. More than 50% of the members of a group must be present.
2. The group members must be at approximately the same location for at least 15 minutes.
3. The location clusters for each group member must be within 10 meters of each other.

We see from Table 4 that for invitations where the group decision matches a recommendation, participants in these invitations meet with each other 118% more often than participants in invitations where a recommendation is not used for the group decision. This suggests that users who meet more frequently are more likely to use recommendations in SocialDining. Table 5 shows that for invitations that are completed (i.e., a group decision is submitted), participants in these invitations meet with each other 99% more frequently than those who participate in invitations that are not completed. This result suggests that users who meet more often are more likely to complete an invitation.

4.6 Impact of User Mobility on Group Decisions

We now turn to examining the impact of user mobility on group behavior in SocialDining. Here we define user mobility as the total distance traveled by a user in the 24-hour period preceding an invitation. Table 6 shows how user mobility impacts whether or not the group decision matches a recommendation. We see that for host users, mobility is 37% higher for invitations where the group decision matches a recommendation. However, for non-host users, slightly higher mobility is associated with groups who do not select a recommendation. We see from Table 7 that user mobility is substantially higher for groups who complete invitations compared to groups who do not complete invitations. These results indicate that highly mobile host users may be influencing groups toward using recommendations when group decisions are made.

4.7 Impact of User Preference on Group Decisions

Next we compare individual user preferences to group preferences in SocialDining. Recall that each submitted group decision contains information on which restaurant the group went to for an invitation, along with a group consensus rating for that restaurant. We conduct this analysis by computing the root mean square error (RMSE) between the group preference rating for a restaurant and the individual participant preference ratings for this restaurant, for each completed invitation where this rating data is available. The results shown in Table 8 indicate that host user preferences are generally closer to group preferences, which suggests host users may have higher influence than non-host users on the group decision making process. Host user preferences are closest to group preferences when a recommendation is not used for the group decision, which indicates that hosts may carry more influence in this scenario and override a recommendation in favor of a restaurant that they strongly prefer.

4.8 Correlation Between Factors

Table 9 shows a correlation matrix between many of the factors we have discussed previously, computed using the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient for completed invitations where the group decision either matches or does not match a recommendation provided by SocialDining. In this table, “proximity” in this table refers to restaurant proximity as discussed in Section 4.3, “mobility” refers to user mobility as discussed in Section 4.6, “user spread” refers to the distance between users as discussed in Section 4.4, and “preference” refers to the RMSE between individual user preferences and group preferences as discussed in Section 4.7. We see that the two highest positive correlations are between sociability and mobility and between proximity and mobility when a recommendation is not used. The relatively high positive correlation between sociability and mobility implies that users who meet more often with other group members (higher sociability) tends to be associated with traveling greater distances (higher mobility), when a group decision does not match a recommendation. This association is fairly causally transparent, since we might expect that users who meet more frequently with others would often have to travel more to arrive at those meetings. The relatively high positive correlation between restaurant proximity and mobility implies that greater distances between invitation participants and the group decision restaurant is associated with traveling greater distances, when a recommendation is not used. This association is also fairly causally transparent, since we would expect that greater distances between users and group decision restaurants would require those users to travel greater distance to reach those restaurants.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we have presented the design, implementation, and evaluation of SocialDining, a novel mobile group application that provides a workflow for groups to manage invitations for dining events. Our analysis of data collected
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Invitation completed?</th>
<th>Mean number of group meetings per user per week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Impact of group meeting frequency on invitation completion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group decision matches a recommendation?</th>
<th>User type</th>
<th>Median distance in km traveled by users during the 24 hours preceding each invitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All users</td>
<td>11.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host users</td>
<td>6.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-host users</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>All users</td>
<td>10.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host users</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-host users</td>
<td>8.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Impact of user mobility on invitation group decisions

during a field-based user study provides substantial evidence that host users have a significant influence on the group decision making process in SocialDining. We see evidence of the host’s influence in restaurant proximity to user location, user mobility, and user preference. Additionally, restaurant proximity to users and user proximity to other users in a group play an important role in the group decision making process. These are all key factors impacting group behavior dynamics that should inform the design of group recommendation systems in the SocialDining application domain.

Further analysis is required to investigate temporal patterns in the data we have collected. We would also like to conduct user studies at large scale, involving at least hundreds of participants and thousands of completed invitations. The data collected from such a large-scale study would allow us to further investigate individual and group preference behavior in this domain, particularly regarding how location and other contextual factors impact preferences. Additionally, a larger dataset would facilitate the development and evaluation of a probabilistic model for group recommendation customized for this application. We intend to pursue the development of a new group recommendation system that leverages the insights regarding mobile user behavior that we have obtained from our work.

6. REFERENCES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Invitation completed?</th>
<th>User type</th>
<th>Median distance in km traveled by users during the 24 hours preceding each invitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All users</td>
<td>10.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host users</td>
<td>5.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-host users</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>All users</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host users</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-host users</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Impact of user mobility on invitation completion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group decision matches a recommendation?</th>
<th>User type</th>
<th>Mean RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>All users</td>
<td>0.8663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host users</td>
<td>0.7714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-host users</td>
<td>0.7985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>All users</td>
<td>0.6871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host users</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-host users</td>
<td>0.7122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Impact of the difference between individual and group consensus preferences